
Indigenous children in residential schools
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Monument on Highway 11 displaying 215
crosses serving as a visualization of 215 bodies

 

- A National Indian Residential School Crisis
Line has been set up to provide support for
former students and those affected. Access
emotional and crisis referral services by
calling the 24-hour national crisis line: 1-866
925-4419. 

- Within B.C., the KUU-US Crisis Line
Society provides a First Nations and
Indigenous-specific crisis line available 24
hours a day, seven days a week. It's toll-free
and can be reached at 1-800-588-8717 or
online at kuu-uscrisisline.com. 

Snapshot of Canadian history and
Residential Schools the Roman Catholic, Anglican, Methodist,

Presbyterian and United Churches.

The Truth UnfoldsThe Truth Unfolds

What was the purpose of residential
schools?

The goal of the Canadian government was
to eliminate Indigenous rights and get rid
of the treaties. Based on the assumption
that our culture was inferior to the Western
way, they tried to destroy it by forcefully
removing Indigenous children from their
homes for many years to break their links
to their culture and identity. “I want to get
rid of the Indian problem. Our objective is
to continue until there is not a single Indian
in Canada that has not been absorbed into
the body politic and there is no Indian
question” – Duncan Campbell Scott
Minister of Indian affairs

How many children died in residential
schools?

The number of students who died is not
likely to be known since their records were
destroyed. It is only an estimation that at
least 4,100 students had died or gone
missing from the residential schools.
Sinclair, a former judge and senator who
headed the Truth & Reconciliation
Commission, believes the number is “well
beyond 10,000.”

215 Children’s Bodies discovered  
Last month the Tk’emlups te Secwepemc
First Nations found the remains of 215
children who had been buried in unmarked
graves at the site of a former Indian
residential school in Kamloops. Among
the 215 bodies found by radar, there
appeared to be one of a child who died as
young as 3 years old.

The truth has always been told by
residential school survivors. It is was
never a secret that the sites of the schools
are abounded with graves of dead children.

- Under the Constitution Act the Canadian
Federal Government takes authority over
Indigenous lives and land in 1867.

- The Indian Act is introduced in 1876. The
act is meant to eradicate Indigenous culture.
- In 1883, Canadian Prime Minister John A.
McDonald authorized the creation of
residential schools based on Nicholas
Davin’s recommendations. (See: Davin
1879 Report on Industrial Schools for
Indians and Half-Breeds). These schools
were funded by the government and run by 

- The last residential school operated was
Gordon Indian Residential school in
Saskatchewan was closed in 1996.

- In 1920, under Superintendent Duncan
Campbell Scott of Indian Affairs (the Indian
Act), it became mandatory for every
Indigenous child to attend a residential
school and illegal for them to attend any
other educational institution.

- Over 130 residential schools operated in
Canada

On May 27, 2021. The remains of 215
children have been found buried on the
former Kamloops Indian Residential school
on Tk’emlups te Secwepemc land. Many
people ask how did this happen? Let’s have
a look.

By Rhonda Stephens
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How many children went to residential
schools?

At least 150,000 First Nations, Inuit and
Métis children passed through the
residential school system.  

What were the conditions of residential
schools?

As late as 1950, according to an Indian
Affairs study, over 40 per cent of the
teaching staff had no professional training. 

abuse by the nuns and priests, beatings,
horrific punishments for speaking their
language, forced eating of rotten food,
widespread hunger and thirst, bondage,
forced labour, shock treatments, strappings
and whippings, medical experiments,
overcrowding, poor sanitation and sadly
dying from exposure when trying to run
away. 

Communities and survivors knew that the
bodies where there but no one was listening.
We collectively mourn the loss of our
children who would be elders today. There
are no words to describe how we feel. To the
residential school survivors who reside in the
DTES we hold you in a place of honor and
hold prayer for you.   

Former Kamloops Indian
Residential school

In the early 1990s, survivors began
speaking publicly about the unspeakable
abuses experienced in residential school.
This included the following: rampant sexual 

https://www.kuu-uscrisisline.com/


you need” the same with water. Water
takes your out of whack energy and
centers you.

Science refers to this as “grounding’
where “electrons are drawn into the
body from the earth, neutralize
damaging free radicals and by
extension reduce disease - related
chronic or acute inflammation” 
(Andrew Weil. MD)..

 
 

MY FRIEND THE BALLOON
WHO WITH NATURE IS IN TUNE
IS FROM A DISTANT COUNTRY
SO HE SPEAKS WITH A ACCENT

AND FROM WHERE HE WAS SENT
WAS NAMED MEGOSLAVIA

 
AT HOME HE WAS A SEXY GENT

SAYING I LOVE YOU
WAS WHAT HE MEANT

OFTEN GIVEING HIS SWEETY 
A PRESENT

 
THEN AFTER SAVEING SOME CASH

TO CANADA HE DID DASH
AND BECOMING 

A SECUREITY GUARD
 

AT FIRST LIFE WAS HARD
HIS SPIRIT WAS DEFLATED

WITH INTEGRATION HE HESITATED
PEOPLE SAID HE WAS 

FULL OF HOT AIR
 

SO TRYING HARDER TO ASSIMILATE
TURNED OUT REALLY GREAT
THEN HE MOVED IN WITH ME

BECOMEING MY BUDDY
 

ENJOYING HIS LIFE COMPLETELY
HE SAYS COME OVER VISIT ME

 
 

Are you an Artist, Poet or Storyteller that would like to be featured?
If so, we would love to collaborate with you in one of the upcoming editions! 
You can submit ideas at: raven.dtes@gmail.com

The RAVEN acknowledges that it is produced and distributed on the unceded territory of the Musqueam,
Squamish and Tsleil-Waututh. This edition was published by the DTES SRO Collaborative. A special thank
you to the Right to Remain for funding this issue and to Rhonda Stephens, Sarah Mallen, Jersey Hurtt, Angel
Wong, and Carlos Sanchez for their editorial work. 

Bannock & Bundles Patrol in the SROsBannock & Bundles Patrol in the SROs

The oven turns on and the oil turns hot. We
start to mix the ingredients for the first of
many batches of fried and baked Bannock.
Each piece is made with love as we joke,
laugh, sing, dance and listen to music. Sage
burns away and comfort fills the room. We
have posted notices a few days earlier
letting everyone know we are coming for a
Bannock and a Bundles visit. 
We know our neighbours are hungrily
waiting for a taste of home or an
unexpected opportunity to be smudged or 

brushed off. We have made sure we made
enough Bannock & have medicine bundles
for everyone. The peanut butter, butter, jam
& honey are ready. Quickly we make our
way to check on our neighbours one by one
while our fried and baked bannock is hot!
As we make our way from home to home
we can feel the energy shift. Each door
knocked on presented an opportunity to get
to know our people better through the
sharing of food and sincerity. New
connections are made, others are forged.
Elders, artists, natural leaders, storytellers
and singers emerge to share their gifts.
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"BLOOON""BLOOON" By Jimi, SRO tenant Lax TLax Ts’eet’ikss’eet’iks (Ground) (Ground)

By Rhonda Stephens (Hagunta’a)

By Samantha Pranteau

Medicine bundles, bannock, and distribution (Photos by Samantha Pranteau)

As children growing up, we 
were encouraged to walk 
without shoes or jump 
into water. Today as 
adults our lives have 
become so busy we seem 
to have lost our connections 
to our teaching of our gigi’s and yee’s
(grandmothers & grandfathers).

Our ancestors know long before
science, the benefits of connecting to
the land and water. Gigi’s words were
“when you feel alone or sad take your
shoes off and walk, when you do this
you are connecting to the spirit world 
where you come from, your ancestors 
feel your energy and feed you what 

Thank you for sharing Jimi.
We honour your words.

Jimi is an
avid and well-
known poet in

the DTES.

     Today, take the time     
        to listen to an elder, 

  walk barefoot, and  
 enjoy the feeling of
being in water 

     – Tooyaksiy ’nisim


